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* For proper sizing, measure wrist to floor height.
* For a complete line of accessories, see pages 426-430.

Accessories Available:

Basket, Seat (CE 1200 BK only), Extended

Uprights, IV Pole, Oxygen Tank Holder,

Dial-A-Speed Tabs, Swivel Wheel Locking

Bracket, Forearm Platforms, Ankle Prompts,

Seat Harness & Trunk Support.

A full line of heavy duty posterior Safety Rollers
with accessories designed for users that
require “that extra support”.

CE 1200 BK

PE 1200

PE TYKE 1200

ITEM # HANDLEBAR OVERALL WIDTH DEPTH WEIGHT PRODUCT CARTON
HEIGHT WIDTH INSIDE OPENED LIMIT WEIGHT SHIPPING
RANGE HANDLE GRIP AT BASE WEIGHT

CE 1200 BK 29" - 36" 27" 21" 27" 400 lbs. 20 lbs. 25 lbs.
PE 1200 22" - 28" 22.5" 15.5" 25" 200 lbs. 18 lbs. 23 lbs.
PE TYKE 1200 17" - 20" 21" 14" 22" 100 lbs. 16 lbs. 19 lbs.

FEATURES:

� Welded steel frame.
� Height adjustable in 1" increments.
� One directional rear wheels,

which can be disengaged to allow
full forward and reverse mobility.

� Patient is situated in the center of
the Safety Roller, which provides
maximum support and improved posture.

� Skid resistant, non-marring,
easy rolling neoprene wheels.
Ideal for indoor and outdoor use.

� Folds easily and stands on its
own in the folded position.

� Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Posterior Safety Rollers
CE 1200 BK Adult, Black, 1/cs

PE 1200 Pediatric, 1/cs

PE TYKE 1200 Tyke, Red, 1/cs

Posterior safety rollers are an

alternative for an adult

or child who has difficulty

using an anterior walker due

to their tendency to lean

forward, apply excessive

weight to arms, push walker

forward too quickly and,

therefore, cannot control

it's speed. Posterior safety

rollers encourage ambulation

in an upright position and

lowers trunk, hip and knee

angle flexions.

Many physical therapists prefer posterior
(reverse) walkers for children with Cerebral Palsy
and other neurological, orthopedic and
developmental disorders.

*Important Notice: Item numbers that display an asterisk (*) reflect an item that will be discontinued or package change.


